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1. Introduction

The world’s top four brands (Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, 
and Google) are based on digital platform business models [1].
Apple’s digital platform business model is often seen as best 
practice in the business-to-consumer (B2C) market [2]. Apple 
Inc. launches new product generations yearly, such as the 
annual release of the iPhone and iPad. These physical systems 
make four times more revenue compared to Apple’s services
(net sales, including advertising, cloud services and App Store)
[3]. In product development, business models can be seen as 
part of the product [4]. Digital platform business models often 
only generate benefits together with their mechatronic systems. 
The model of SGE – System Generation Engineering is the
common basis for describing processes and modelling system 

generations in product development processes [5, 6].
Nowadays, a widely used concept for developing and rapidly 
testing ideas is the Google Sprint or Design Sprint 2.0 [7, 8]. 
These methodologies answer essential business questions and 
validate initial ideas from user design to final developed 
prototype testing with customers [7]. Although there is a
growth in utilizing digital platform business models, to the 
authors’ knowledge applying or modifying a Design Sprint 
approach to extract digital platform business models has not 
been attempted previously [8]. So far, the Google Sprint 
includes no activities to build the platform-specific 
characteristics, such as identifying relevant participants or 
defining key interaction. Therefore, the SPDS – Smart Platform 
Design Sprint was proposed, a methodology for designing, 
analyzing, and testing digital platform business models by 
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enriching the methodology with platform-specific design tools
[8]. This paper evaluates the methodology and therefore,
investigates the following research question: "To what extent is 
the SPDS – Smart Platform Design Sprint suitable for the 
discovery and design of digital platform business models?" 

To answer this research question, the SPDS was validated 
by applying in the KaPIL – Karlsruher Platform Innovation 
Lab, a Live-Lab to design digital platform business models in 
cooperation with corporates and test related tools and methods
[9]. The findings revealed necessary adjustments to the SPDS.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides 
the theoretical framework, including the structure of SPDS. 
Next, the methodology of KaPIL is explained and showed how 
it was used to validate the SPDS.  Finally, this paper concludes 
with a discussion and future implications for researchers and 
practitioners in a digital platform business environment.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. SGE – System Generation Engineering

According to Albers [10], in PGE – Product Generation 
Engineering a new mechatronic system can be described as the 
variation share of systems on the overall product level and be 
distinguished between subsystems. Therefore, every product 
development can be traced back to a mapping of elements of a 
reference system [11]. Developing and launching such product 
generations typically results in an immediate market benefit. 
However, there are also development activities, which lead to 
results not immediately offered on the market [6]. Those 
system development procedures on subsystem level are
referred to as SGE – System Generation Engineering [5]. Based 
on the reference system, adaptation is done through carryover 
variation (CV), while new subsystems are developed through 
attribute variation (AV) and principle variation (PV) [5, 6].
Business models can be seen as part of product development 
[4]. Therefore, digital platform business models needs platform 
business design [8,9].

2.2. Platform Business Design

Essential platform design elements need to be considered to 
develop a sustainable and promising digital platform business 
model [12]. First, a platform is based on various feasible 
building blocks [13]. The platform’s digital infrastructure can 
be understood as the platform architecture, constituting the 
basic structure for building interactions [13]. Second, the key 
interaction needs to be identified as it represents the platform’s 
fundamental purpose enabling interactions between consumers 
and producers. To design an attractive and simple key 
interaction valuable to the user, the key components 
participant, value unit, and filter must be designed. 
Additionally, three functions are essential to enable key 
interaction on digital platforms: the pull effect, realizing easy 
interaction, and matching producer and consumer [13, 14]. 
Digital platform business model design decisions differ from 
product strategy decisions. Consequently, the Business Model 
Canvas [15] does not provide a fully comprehensive mapping 
of digital platform business models [16]. Platform business 

model design tools are summarized, for instance, as part of the 
Platform Design Toolkit 2.2 [17] or as the Platform Innovation 
Kit [18]. The canvases enable schematic mapping of diverse 
components of a platform business model [19].

2.3. SPDS – Smart Platform Design Sprint

The SPDS enriches the Google Sprint with platform-
specific design tools expertise. The sprint is a structured 
framework to work on specific issues within a predefined 
timeframe and focuses on extracting digital platform business 
models. Within the five-day process, users design platform 
business models and validate initial ideas through analysis, 
design, prototyping, and final testing with customers guided by 
a facilitator or innovation coach [7, 8]. The advantages of the 
sprint application lie in reducing discussion cycles, increasing 
efficiency in the innovation process, promoting user-centricity, 
saving time and costs, promoting innovation culture, solving 
complex challenges, promoting entrepreneurial mindset, and 
reducing risks [7, 20, 21]. The Monday morning activities 
familiarize its user within an onboarding workshop with the 
particularities of platform business models, answer any 
questions the team might have regarding the sprint week, and 
focus on long-term goal setting. 

Fig. 1. SPDS – Smart Platform Design Sprint [8]

The focus of Monday afternoon lies in understanding the 
platform’s ecosystem. Therefore, the team identifies the 
ecosystem entities by applying the Platform Ecosystem Canvas
and analyses how and what value is exchanged between them 
or within the same entity. In this light, the team uses the 
Motivation Matrix as it shows the exchanged value on a single 
page, extracts information regarding relationships revolving 
around the platform’s core interaction and reveals the entities’ 
motivation to participate in the ecosystem. The team outlines 
various (potentially) occurring transactions in the core 
relationships in the Transaction Board. Understanding the 
platform ecosystem is completed by the Learning Engine 
Canvas, which introduces the challenges the entities face on the 
platform in the different customer journey phases. Within the 
Lightning Demos activity on Tuesday, the team spends time 
researching potential solutions and presenting their findings. 
Consecutively, the team members sketch eight variations of 
their best idea in eight minutes and proceed to create a solution 
sketch. The day ends with the selection process to choose the 
best solution in the afternoon. Wednesday focuses on 
assembling the platform experience by consolidating the 
information of all previous exercises and creating a platform 
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experience for the core entity with the Platform Experience 
Canvas. Thus, the team’s mindset shifts to prototyping and 
testing the solution. The team has the option to create a User 
Test Flow as a basis for the storyboard. The storyboard reveals 
how the prototype must be built. The User Test Flow is an 
optional activity as the Platform Experience Canvas might 
already show relevant information for the storyboard. 
Wednesday exercises conclude with developing the MVP 
Canvas, which points out the prototype elements requiring 
testing and more specifically, how these are tested. Thursday 
revolves around building a lean digital platform prototype
using, for instance, software to design mockups or clickable 
elements representing buttons on the platform. Finally, the 
SPDS concludes on Friday with five user tests involving
customers.

3. Research Design 

3.1. KaPIL – Karlsruher Platform Innovation Lab 

The KaPIL was developed by combining the Live-Lab 
concept Product Development in a Virtual Idea Laboratory
(ProVIL) with elements from Smart Education Concept and 
digital platform knowledge [8, 22]. KaPIL ran for 15 weeks 
with 18 students from the master’s program in Industrial 
Engineering, International Management and Technology 
Entrepreneurship. Students were divided into four project 
teams working on real-world challenges, supported by 
innovation coaches, and using the SPDS to develop digital 
platform business models [8]. KaPIL was run on side and 
digitally due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The project teams were 
guided by software tools such as Trello and Miro, which depict 
the SPDS as a dynamic Kanban board. 

3.2. Interview & Survey 

The validation of the SPDS was done by applying 
methodological triangulation [23]. Triangulation is defined as 
follows: "Triangulation involves taking different perspectives 
on an object under investigation or more generally: in 
answering research questions [...]" [24]. In addition to the 
investigation of secondary data, the authors collected primary 
data through a mixed method of empirical quantitative surveys, 
qualitative interviews, and observations. Thus, a total of five 
surveys, two main surveys and three retrospective surveys, 
were conducted. The survey results should provide the 
necessary insights to design the knowledge transfer at the 
beginning of a platform-specific design sprint and focus on a 
holistic evaluation of the SPDS. The evaluation included 
gaining insights into the user behavior, looking at the applied
methods and platform design tools in relation to the specific 
challenge, uncovering the limitations and improvement 
potentials, and uncovering the requirements within the 
platform business model design. Due to sufficient previous 
testing [7], the fourth and fifth sprint days were neglected 
during this research.  In addition, the qualitative-empirical data 
collection included seven semi-structured interviews with 
selected innovation coaches and platform developers, and 
observations during the sprint period.

4. Results

In summary, the results of the quantitative and qualitative 
evaluation rated the SPDS as a helpful framework for 
discovering and designing digital platform business models, 
including identifying and defining the key players. The subjects 
rated on a scale of one (low) to five (high). According to the 
results, the SPDS enabled matching the provider and demand 
side (3.83), identifying the key interaction (3.78), promoting an 
easy interaction (3.61), and identifying and defining the value 
unit (3.56). Identifying possible monetization strategies (2.89), 
implementing a pull effect (2.78), defining filters (2.72), and a 
go-to-market strategy (2.56) received a medium to low rating.
The remaining findings can be divided into the following 
categories: (1) evaluation of the SPDS (2) platform design 
tools, (3) knowledge transfer, (4) limitations and challenges.

4.1 Evaluation of the SPDS

These survey results confirm the findings obtained during 
the interviews and observations. In the run-up to the SPDS, the 
test persons were asked about the potential effects and reasons 
for implementing the SPDS in companies. Comparing the 
results highlights promoting user-centeredness as a key 
advantage in the application. The SPDS as a helpful 
methodology for discovering and building platform business 
models was rated as applicable by the subjects with (3.67) out 
of 5 points. In addition, the test persons rated the increase in 
efficiency in the innovation process with an average of (3.61)
points. The suitability for solving complex challenges was
rated (3.28), promoting entrepreneurial thinking (3.22), and 
saving costs (3.17), saving time was rated lowest with (2.94). 
The structured and time-restricted process seemed to have
hindered completing defined tasks in the specified time and 
adapting them individually. The subjects also criticized the 
sprint week’s workload (2.78). Another fundamental 
characteristic of the design sprint is the collaborative creation 
process. In this regard, the subjects agreed it increased team 
engagement through co-creation (3.87), promoted knowledge 
exchange (3.72), offered the opportunity to build new skills 
(3.78), enabled rapid familiarization with new topics (3.67),
and promoted interdisciplinary collaboration (3.67). The 
subjects expressed a medium satisfaction level with the SPDS 
(3.0) with an associated standard deviation of 0.59, confirming 
the unanimity. Extracting subjective user satisfaction is another 
indicator revealing the SPDS’s usability and potential for 
optimizations [25]. This dichotomy in satisfaction was 
confirmed by the results probing a repeat probability. 67 % of 
subjects were indecisive and "might" perform the SPDS 
another time while 17 % would not participate in an SPDS 
again. The remaining 16 % agreed to repeat it.

4.2 Platform design tools

This section gives insight into the test persons’ usage behavior 
and examines the canvas suitability and experience. 
Furthermore, it evaluates the usefulness of including 
complementary methods. The repeated measurements 
regarding expertise showed a visible increase in knowledge and 
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a positive learning progress by applying the individual 
activities.

Fig. 2. Research Process

In this regard, on a scale of one ("no expertise at all") to five 
("very high expertise"), subjects demonstrated high expertise 
in conducting the expert interview (3.78), How Might We
question (3.67), and User Test Flow (3.56). In contrast, the 
lowest expertise was shown in the Lightning Demos (2.94), the 
Art Museum (2.83), and the Learning Engine Canvas (2.5). To 
verify the suitability of the used platform design tools, on the 
five-point scale ("very low efficiency" to "very high 
efficiency"), the highest efficiency on average is exhibited by 
the Platform Experience Canvas (3.44), the Ecosystem Canvas
(3.33), and the MVP Canvas (3.17). In the value-added 
category, subjects ranked the Ecosystem Canvas highest. In 
addition, the Ecosystem's Motivations Matrix was easy
understood (3.78), while Transaction Board was easiest to use 
(3.61). However, the Learning Engine Canvas had the lowest 
score in all four categories. The respondents recognized the
need to include Personas (67 %) and integrate the BMC (61.11
%), the Value Proposition Canvas (VPC), and the Platform 
Business Model Canvas (PBMC) (33 %). These results were 
gained in the holistic mapping of the platform business model. 
44.44 % of the subjects acknowledged the additional support 
by adding the BMC, 27.78 % regarding PMBC, and 27.78 %
regarding PBMC. Only 16.67 % indicated no need for holistic 
mapping of the platform business model.

4.3 Knowledge transfer

The participants asked for supplemental knowledge transfer 
of SPDS activities before and on the sprint day, using a 
platform expert. In addition, the subjects preferred a platform 
design tools presentation by a competent facilitator. 
Essentially, the facilitator is responsible for guiding the team 
through the five-day process in a structured manner. The 
participants agreed on a scale of one to five ("very 
unimportant", "very important") and rated the ability as "rather 
very important". Furthermore, the facilitator should know the 
necessary method, have process knowledge and the ability to 
pass on the experience to the core team. Furthermore, the 
subjects rated the ability to adapt and iterate through the 
situational use of tools and methods as important. Organizing 
time and space were also rated by the subjects with 3.89 points. 
Given these results, it can be concluded a facilitator should 

enable the team to focus by empowering team members to 
generate promising results and eliminate concerns about 
"correct" execution through technical expertise.

4.3 Limitations and Challenges

The problem areas that emerged during the interviews,
observations, and the theoretical analysis were included for a 
holistic evaluation. Five elementary challenges could be 
identified. First, the teams' lack of shared problem 
understanding hindered the SPDS’s implementation. Although 
the Monday morning activities did provide time to gain a 
common understanding, it proved to be insufficient. Second, it 
was demonstrated that the SPDS depended on methodological 
competence and process knowledge due to its platform-specific 
orientation. Difficulties resulting from inadequate leadership of 
the facilitators or innovation coaches were rated as rather 
inapplicable. These results confirmed the assumption that the 
SPDS, in contrast to the Google Sprint, requires in-depth 
methodological knowledge. Third, the available time was seen 
as a limiting factor. It was argued that the lack of time was a 
consequence of insufficient methodological knowledge and 
resulted in cherry-picking methods. Fourth, the results showed 
the multitude of methods exhausted the subjects, which 
occurred especially on Monday. Lastly, difficulties in 
transferring the skills to complex problems were identified. It 
must be considered that the university teaching environment at 
KaPIL were associated with certain restrictions, such as 
participant selection.

5. Discussion

This research was set out to evaluate the SPDS to design 
digital platform business models by applying KaPIL. Firstly, 
the new outline of the SPDS includes a more intensive 
preparation phase by extending the onboarding workshop to
ensure a common problem understanding to guarantee a 
successful sprint run. Secondly, a platform business model 
dashboard is introduced to provide teams with a consistent and 
structured overview with all relevant components during the 
sprint duration. Finally, the inclusion of different canvasses. 
The sprint length remains five days.

5.1 Preparation

The onboarding workshop should continue to be implemented 
in the blended learning format as it was highly approved, but it 
should be led by a platform expert. Besides introducing special 
features of platform business models, the workshop should 
entail a SPDS presentation, including framework 
characteristics, functionality, goals, and expectations. 
Furthermore, it is relevant to introduce and explain platform 
design tools to strengthen methodological knowledge. In this 
context, the approach, the intended purpose in the application, 
and the desired result should be communicated to the 
participants. It is essential to clarify the problem statement to 
better assess the measure and objectives, which will ensure 
effective results with the SPDS. The joint problem definition 
provides the basis for the team’s collective understanding and 
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guidance through the sprint [26]. For teams with less market 
knowledge, the proposal is to use the Ecosystem Forces Scan
to analyze and build a common understanding of opportunities 
and risks [18].

Fig. 3. Evaluated SPDS – Smart Platform Design Sprint

5.2 Methodical approach

While designing the process flow, three major changes were
implemented. First, a dashboard is introduced to map the 
platform business model. Furthermore, and more balanced
application of the platform design tools is created by shifting 
activities. In addition, selection options were introduced by 
integrating canvases from the Platform Innovation Toolkit to
adapt the SPDS depending on the problem complexity and 
thus, achieve more flexibility. The SPDS is supplemented by a 
platform business model dashboard, which consolidates the 
gained knowledge step by step during the whole SPDS. 
Regarding the Monday morning activity, the first adjustment is 
to increase the time for drafting the HMW questions since a 
lack of prior experience by team members could impair rapid 
formulation.  Regarding the mapping, a selection option is 
implemented via the Value Chain Scan Canvas of the Platform 
Innovation Kit. By mapping the current value chain and the 
relationship of the involved actors, current inefficiencies can be 
identified. Considering the Ecosystem Entity-Role Portrait, a 
Monday afternoon activity, it is possible to replace it with the 
Stakeholder Persona Canvas of the Platform Innovation Kit, 
which identifies user needs by mapping the gains and the pain 
points and services that could alleviate these pains. Another 
change in the afternoon is to postpone the Transaction Board
and Learning Engine Canvas until Tuesday afternoon. At the 
end of Monday, the platform developers will have a rough 
overview and understanding of the actors and contexts 
operating in the ecosystem, inspiration for the next phase, and 
common problem understanding. On Tuesday, the morning can 
start with presenting existing ideas as the Lightning Demos. 
The morning should conclude with the Four-Step Sketch to 
generate solutions. Due to the Transaction Board and the 
Learning Engine Canvas, which were postponed from 
Monday, the afternoon is divided into two main activities. The 
biggest challenge of a platform designer is to design and build 
two key value creation engines, the transactional engine, and 
the learning engine. Accordingly, platform developers should 
first elaborate on the Transaction Board, channels, and 

contexts to facilitate interaction between actors. In this regard, 
the Platform Value Network is provided as an option to users. 
During the Learning Engine Canvas or the Platform Service 
Canvas, the platform idea is supplemented by the platform 
developers with support services. The Platform Service Canvas
offers the possibility to understand potential user expectations 
and the platform’s unique selling propositions by mapping the 
motivation, satisfaction drivers, and key resources. In this way, 
users are engaged and retained on the platform and matches 
created. Wednesday focuses on consolidating the platform 
experience in the morning with the Platform Experience 
Canvas and preparing for prototyping in the afternoon with the 
storyboard and the MVP Canvas. The two remaining days are
unchanged as they are required for prototyping and user testing.
At the end of the SPDS, the team is advised to hold a sprint 
retrospective as it provides the opportunity to reflect on the 
work, acknowledge the progress, appreciate achievements, and 
react on expressed concerns [26].

Fig. 4. Evaluated SPDS – Smart Platform Design Sprint Roadmap

6. Limitations & Future Research

The main limitation of the work is the partially low
willingness to provide information and the varying willingness 
of the teams to participate. Another limitation is a small sample 
size of seven to eighteen test persons and seven interview 
partners for the data collection. The underlying research 
environment of KaPIL reduced confounding factors and, given 
the realistic character, simultaneously increased result
transferability of the results into corporate practice. While it 
drew value for the practical application, it should be 
emphasized that the SPDS was applied in an educational 
setting. Factors like the potential lack of motivation, fixating
on achieving results, or focusing on the learning experience 
could manipulate the research results and limit the external 
validity. Accordingly, grading and high extrinsic motivation 
could have influenced the results. Different conditions may 
apply to corporate implementations.
Furthermore, based on the negative feedback regarding the 
available time for the sprint, time adjustments are 
recommended to limit constraints, when possible, especially in 
an educational setting aimed at transferring knowledge. The 
evaluation of the SPDS could take place in a renewed 
implementation of the KaPIL. The aim is to verify whether the 
changes are effective and provide added value. Furthermore, 
the results suggested that the simplicity in applying the SPDS 
depends on the problem. The generality of this conjecture 
needs to be tested. In the future, a distinction between B2C and 
B2B could be made and, for example, an SPDS focusing on 
B2B business relationships could be established. Although 
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KaPIL replicates a real-world environment, the requirements 
for a teaching setting differ from those of a company. In this 
respect, further valuable insights could be gained regarding the 
practical applicability of the SPDS with the involvement of 
experienced facilitators. The SPDS can be used to enter the first 
step of the SPEC – Smart Platform Experiment Cycle, a five-
step process to design, analyze, and validate digital platform 
business model [27]. However, further research is needed that 
scientifically validates the SPDS and SPEC in the field of 
developing mechatronic systems and digital B2B platform 
business co-design.

7. Conclusion

During KaPIL, the first-time applicability of the SPDS was 
tested based on real-world problems from business practice by 
master students. Advantages in promoting user-centeredness 
and knowledge exchange, value creation through collaboration, 
and the increased efficiency in the innovation process could be 
crystallized. Five main challenges with the SPDS could be 
identified, including the lack of a common problem 
understanding, the lack of methodological competence and 
process knowledge by the facilitator and platform developers, 
compliance with the time requirements, and the number of 
methods and transferability to complex problems. Thus, three
major changes are recommended to overcome these challenges.
(1) a more intensive preparation with the focus on building a 
common understanding, (2) restructuring certain activities, and 
(3) offering other more suitable options from the Platform 
Innovation Kit.
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